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I spent the first of three lovely evenings with The Naming Committee of the new 
middle school set to open on the Stratford Site in September 2019 (yes!  we are on 
track!).  The Committee is a group of student and adult representatives invited 
from every citizen's association and PTA that will feed the school and is led by the 
dynamic principal of this new school, Ellen Smith.  

As you may know, Stratford Junior High School was the very first school in all of 
Virginia that opened its doors in 1959 to 4 black students, bringing an end to a 
highly charged resistance movement against desegregating schools even after 
Brown v Board of Ed.  For those of us who learned that Brown v Board of Ed was 
the end of segregation, the reality is that most Counties went to great lengths to 
keep schools segregated, even shutting down schools as soon as eligible schools 
black students were granted entry. Arlington paved the way for our state, and this 
was newsworthy around the nation and the world.   

(Learn more about the new school, construction developments and it’s history here:  
https://newmiddleschool.apsva.us) 

The task is actually a bit more challenging than it seemed at first blush. We have 3 
key guidelines in naming: 
1. May be named for that has contributed to society that supported the well being 

of Arlington, VA or US. That someone’s legacy aligns with or reflects APS mission 
and values and has been deceased at least 5 years.  

2. May be named for a landmark, a geographical or historical relationship with 
significance to Arlington’s history. 

3. May be named for an aspiration for educational outcome, educational 
aspirations, instructional focus of the school (whole child or problem-based 
learning), diverse community, and does not duplicate another school.  

We researched, brainstormed and began working through ideas last week. Many 
came in expecting we would keep it Stratford . Others expressed concern that 
Stratford was originally named for the plantation home of Robert E. Lee, which gave 
many pause . Many (including the committee responsible for commemorating these 
events in to new school and Director of Black Heritage Museum of Arlington) 
expressed strong interest keeping the Stratford name given the significance of the 
events on the site. Others expressed interest in finding a name that commemorates 
what the school will represent or that honors the events there without calling it 
Stratford (e.g., similar to Discovery Elementary which could not be named after 
John Glenn as he is still living).   

What do you think?  Whether you have children who will attend the new school or 
not, as an Arlington County taxpayer, please help us name this new school. Please 
send me suggestions for a new name, or your thoughts on keeping the name 
Stratford by October 20 prior to our next meeting. td2spain@yahoo.com
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